THE SURPRISING SURREY:
STANLEY S. SURREY AS EDUCATOR,
MENTOR, AND INSTITUTION BUILDER

AJAY K. MEHROTRA*

I
INTRODUCTION

Stanley S. Surrey is best remembered today for his many contributions to U.S. and international tax law and policy—both as a scholar and policymaker. As he should be. The many articles in this symposium demonstrate that his scholarly and policymaking contributions to tax law were legion. From the establishment of the tax expenditure budget to his championing of horizontal equity to his many international tax missions, and his prolific scholarship, Surrey's greatest legacies are embodied in the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, the international tax regime, the tax systems of several foreign countries, and in the footnotes of countless academic articles and books. Policymaking and scholarship undoubtedly defined
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5. As Larry Zelenak and I noted in our introductory essay to the Surrey Memoir, as of 1970 (and likely through till today), “Surrey was the most cited tax law scholar, with more than twice the citations of his closest contemporary and occasional rival Boris I. Bittker.” See Lawrence Zelenak & Ajay K. Mehrotra, Introduction to STANLEY S. SURREY, A HALF-CENTURY WITH THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE: THE MEMOIRS OF STANLEY S. SURREY, at xii (Lawrence Zelenak & Ajay K. Mehrotra eds., 2022) (citing Terrance O’Reilly, Tax Legal Scholarship to 1970, 34 VA. TAX REV. 269, 273, tbl.1 (2014)).
Surrey’s professional identity.

But there is another side to Surrey, one less explored and celebrated.6 A side that is present but often understated in his memoirs.7 Larry Zelenak and I have referred to this side as the “Surprising Surrey.”8 In addition to his many accomplishments in tax law scholarship and policymaking, Surrey was a dedicated teacher, a supportive mentor, and a leading institution builder. As a law professor, he taught for nearly three decades, traversing back and forth between the worlds of academia and policymaking. As a mentor, he guided and advanced the careers of many former students and junior colleagues in the U.S. Treasury Department, in the elite tax bar, and at Harvard Law School (HLS). And, as an institution builder, he played a pivotal role in establishing and running the International Tax Program (ITP), among many other activities at HLS.9

In advancing these lesser-known activities, Surrey also amassed a great deal of power, authority, and prestige. His relentless ambition drove him to seek the highest tax policy position in the U.S. government, in the face of a withering confirmation process. That same ambition and drive were also the foundation for his desire to become part of the academic elite, so that he “could immediately join the top circle,”10 as he recounted in his memoirs. This desire to be among the elite shaped Surrey’s sense of meritocracy. Given his own background and experiences, it is not surprising that Surrey had an unalterable faith in his particular sense of meritocracy—a sense that led him at times to counter traditional biases, and also to reproduce the hierarchical structure of American legal education and the profession.11

---


7. See generally STANLEY S. SURREY, A HALF-CENTURY WITH THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE: THE MEMOIRS OF STANLEY S. SURREY (Lawrence Zelenak & Ajay K. Mehrotra eds., 2022). Although personal memoirs can be informative, they come with significant challenges in providing accurate descriptions of the past. To address these challenges, this article attempts to use archival materials and recent interviews to verify some of the claims made by Surrey in his memoirs. For more on the challenges of memoirs, see generally, MARK FREEMAN, HINDSIGHT: THE PROMISE AND PERILS OF LOOKING BACKWARD (2010).

8. Zelenak & Mehrotra, supra note 5, at i, xlviii.

9. Surrey dedicated a significant portion of his memoir chapter on “International Tax Activities” to the origins and early aims of the International Tax Program (ITP). See SURREY, supra note 7, at 132–42 (reflecting on the origins and early aims of the ITP).

10. SURREY, supra note 7, at 77.

From a broader perspective, Surrey’s career reflected the different ways that the legal profession and legal education changed and stayed the same over the course of the mid-twentieth century. Although in his memoirs Surrey is surprisingly unreflective of how his historical context shaped his life and career, he was both a product of his times and a pioneer. In some ways, he was emblematic of a modern twenty century American lawyer and law professor. Like others who were educated during the height of American legal realism, Surrey viewed and taught law as part of a larger social and political system. His early experiences as a New Deal lawyer—first at the National Labor Relations Board and then later in the U.S. Treasury Department—informed nearly all aspects of his career. His privileged background and his connections to the highest rungs of policymaking and the organized tax bar also led him to help reinforce some traditional inequalities in legal education and the profession.

In other ways, Surrey was a true innovator. Time away from the corridors of power gave him an opportunity to reflect on new ways to communicate ideas and educate the next generation of lawyers and policymakers. In this sense, this article about “The Surprising Surrey” is not simply a reflection on Surrey’s lesser-known achievements as a law professor. Rather, it is a window into the changes and continuities in American legal education and the profession across the second half of the twentieth century. As a tax law professor for over thirty years, Surrey left a lasting—and perhaps surprising—legacy as a teacher, mentor, and institution builder. This article explores that side of Stanley Surrey.

This article proceeds in three parts. Part II begins with a summary of Surrey’s career as an educator, which began well before his formal appointment as a law professor at the University of California, Berkeley in 1947. This initial part explores Surrey’s attempts at innovative teaching methods, from his casebook writing to his multidisciplinary seminar teaching. Part III then explores Surrey’s role as a mentor. It takes a closer look at the impact he had on his many students and junior colleagues—inside and outside of the classroom. This part focuses on Surrey’s hiring and promotion of key members of the HLS tax law faculty, particularly those who fit within Surrey’s sense of meritocracy. Part IV investigates Surrey’s role as an institutional leader mainly at HLS. It focuses on Surrey’s leadership in establishing the ITP and the impact that the program had on expanding—and exporting—tax knowledge and training to the next generation of global tax law scholars and policymakers, while advancing

American foreign policy interests. The article concludes with a brief summary of the many aspects of the Surprising Stanley Surrey.

II
SURREY AS EDUCATOR

As he indicated in his memoirs, Stanley Surrey enjoyed being a tax law professor. He began his fulltime academic career at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law, where he taught for three years (1947–50), before moving to HLS, where he remained throughout his career (1950–84), except for his time as Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy (1961–69). When he first began considering teaching in 1947, after over a decade of government service, he was eager to replicate his experiences in the New Deal Treasury Department. Years later, he recognized that teaching was the right career path for him because “teaching seemed clearly closer to” the goals of a government official to determine “the correct overall answer to problem solving.” Teaching at prestigious institutions like Berkeley and Harvard also fueled Surrey’s career ambitions and his desire to stay connected to top policymakers. Public service and teaching hence went hand in hand for Surrey. As his longtime Harvard dean, colleague, and fellow tax expert Erwin N. Griswold put it, Surrey “was always an educator, explaining his approach to difficult problems in measured, understandable terms.” Thus, for Surrey, becoming an academic was not necessarily a new career, but rather a continuation of his longstanding commitment to public service and his desire to improve the tax system, while furthering his own career aspirations.

To get to “the correct overall answer” in the classroom, Surrey relied on several creative and innovative types of pedagogy. He co-authored, with William C. Warren, a popular 1950 tax law casebook, Federal Income Taxation: Cases and Materials, that went through multiple editions and was adopted by many tax law professors throughout the country, as Surrey noted with satisfaction. While the casebook was not completely revolutionary, it reflected the legal academy’s shifting emphasis away from traditional legal sources such as case law and

15. SURREY, supra note 7, at 81–3.
16. Id. at xxiii.
18. SURREY, supra note 7, at xxiii.
20. Letter from John C. Tinnelly, Sec’y, Found. Press, to Stanley S. Surrey, Professor of L., Harv. L. Sch. (Mar. 16, 1953), Box 3, Folder 6, Stanley S. Surrey Papers, Harvard Law School, Historical & Special Collections, Cambridge, MA [hereinafter SSSP] (copy on file with the author. All subsequent archival materials from the Surrey papers are also on file with the author).
appellate decisions to more policy-oriented and administrative materials including interdisciplinary scholarship and agency rulings and regulations. Likewise, in his classroom teaching, Surrey was among the first law professors to bring external co-teachers and student group assignments into legal pedagogy. He invited local practitioners into his Advanced Tax Seminar, and he frequently co-taught Tax Policy with scholars from other disciplines. Moreover, he used group assignments as a way to foster teamwork among his students. Interacting with the local elites of the legal profession and prestigious academics further fueled and satisfied Surrey’s relentless ambitions. It also helped him find jobs for some of his best students, many of whom went on to influential law firms and policymaking roles.21

Surrey formally began his law teaching career in 1947 when he left the U.S. Treasury Department and accepted a tenure-track position at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law. Surrey’s timing was excellent. The immediate post-World War II years witnessed a boom in higher education and law school enrollment.22 The return of a throng of young veterans combined with the G.I. bill ensured that law schools and colleges would have plenty of students. And that meant law schools needed more law professors. At the same time, many of the country’s leading law schools, including Berkeley and HLS, began to increase admissions standards. Thus, Surrey made the transition to teaching just as American law schools and higher education more generally were starting a golden era.23

Even before he began as a fulltime academic, Surrey had been interested in legal education, or at least legal scholarship. Indeed, his attraction to research and scholarship began during law school and his early career. He may not have published a student note during his time at Columbia Law School,24 but he took on a variety of senior editing positions during his tenure on the Columbia Law Review. More importantly, his first job after graduating from law school in 1932 was working as a full-time research assistant for Roswell Magill, one of his influential law school teachers and mentors. “Law school was thus interesting, rewarding and enjoyable,” Surrey noted in his memoirs.25 After graduating, he was reluctant to leave “the interesting world of the Law School and the fascination [he] had found in the Law Review work.”26 Fortunately, Magill rescued him, allowing Surrey admittedly to “postpone a career choice that [he]

22. STEVENS, supra note 12, at 205.
23. Id. at 205–07.
24. In his memoirs, Surrey is surprisingly circumspect and uncertain about whether he wrote a student note. There are several unauthored student notes in the Columbia Law Review during Surrey’s time as a student. Yet unlike other parts of the memoir where he is quick to take credit for his contributions to publications, Surrey indicates that he is uncertain whether he authored a note. Thus, his authorship of a student note remains somewhat of a mystery. See SURREY, supra note 7, at 4.
25. Id. at 6.
26. Id.
did not want nor know how to make.”27

In many ways, the experience working with Magill accelerated Surrey’s interest in research and scholarship, which in time would inform his teaching. Surrey recounted proudly that Magill gave him “a completely free hand” to explore a variety of topics related to the federal income tax.28 Surrey claimed that he researched and wrote entire chapters, and boasted that he was practically a co-author, though Magill’s official book acknowledgements do not seem to support Surrey’s claim.29 While he was assisting Magill with his book,30 Surrey also co-authored an article on the federal estate tax with his classmate Jack Aronson.31 And, with Magill’s permission, Surrey transformed materials related to his research for Magill into a second publication, a single-authored law review article on tax law’s “assignment of income” doctrine.32 Surrey’s highly productive career as a scholar had begun.33 Even more importantly, the year working with Magill provided Surrey with a solid foundation about the overall structure of the federal income tax system. “I saw the income tax not as a random body of rules and edicts but as an internally consistent framework,” Surrey recalled. “All of my later work has been dominated by that approach.”34

The year as Magill’s research assistant may have ignited Surrey’s interest in research and scholarship. But his interest in teaching appeared to blossom later, mainly as a result of his Treasury Department connections. Before he accepted the full-time teaching position at Berkeley, Surrey had taught income taxation during occasional summers, first at Berkeley and then at his alma mater, Columbia Law School. His first teaching experience came in 1940, at the behest of Berkeley Law Professor Roger Traynor, whom Surrey worked closely with during his early years in the New Deal Treasury Department.35 That summer, Surrey taught a small Income Taxation class to about twenty students while he remained a Treasury employee.

The blissful summer in Berkeley, as Surrey described it,36 illustrated his early commitment to teaching, as well as his desire to rethink legal pedagogy. As

---

27. Id. at 7.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 7–8.
30. ROSWELL MAGILL, TAXABLE INCOME (1936). Surrey also mentions in passing that he did some research for a casebook authored by his other mentor, Milton Handler. But unlike the Magill experience, Surrey concedes that the Handler research, likely on the law of sales, was “most uninspiring.” SURREY, supra note 7, at 5.
33. Surrey later suggested that his two early publications were responsible for Harvard Dean Erwin Griswold’s interest in recruiting him to HLS. SURREY, supra note 7, at 9.
34. Id. at 7.
35. Id. at 81.
36. Id. at 83.
Surrey recounts in his memoirs, the class was going well, but his teaching was abruptly interrupted when he was called back to Washington to work on drafting an excess profits tax. Rather than simply abandon the class, Surrey prepared materials in advance for the students to review, and he collaborated with the Berkeley law school dean and Treasury officials to ensure that his absence would be brief.\footnote{Id. at 81–82. Surrey gleefully writes about how he orchestrated both ends of his brief absence by drafting both the initial letter sent by the Berkeley dean and the reply by the Treasury official. \textit{Id.}} Within two weeks, Surrey returned to Berkeley to complete his class.

During that summer, Surrey also had his first opportunity to consider his teaching materials and methods. Although there were income tax casebooks available at the time, including one co-authored by his mentor Magill,\footnote{John M. Maguire & Roswell Magill, \textit{Cases on the Law of Taxation} (Edmund M. Morgan et al. eds., 2d ed. 1936).} Surrey chose to create his own materials. He “assigned cases, statutory sections, Regulations and Rulings for the students to read and then somewhat informally discuss.”\footnote{Surrey, supra note 7, at 81.} This focus on supplementing canonical cases with other legal sources foreshadowed Surrey’s future teaching, when he brought in his government experience to emphasize the importance of policy, administration, and the tax legislative process. It also reflected the changing tide in American legal education, as more and more law professors who came of age during legal realism and out of the New Deal began to rethink their teaching materials, moving away from purely cases to more interdisciplinary sources.\footnote{Stevens, supra note 12, at 131–41. For more on how legal realism influenced law school teaching, see generally, Neil Duxbury, \textit{Patterns of American Jurisprudence} 82-92 (1995); Laura Kalman, \textit{Legal Realism at Yale}, 1927-1960 77-78 (1986); John Henry Schlegel, \textit{American Legal Realism and Empirical Social Science} 164-5 (2000).}

If the summer teaching experience excited Surrey, it was hardly the only reason that he turned to full-time teaching after his initial Treasury service. As we’ve seen, Surrey viewed teaching as something akin to government service in terms of determining “the correct overall answer to problem solving.”\footnote{Surrey, supra note 7, at 77.} Yet he had other more self-interested justifications for joining the legal academy. Surrey was relentlessly ambitious and eager to be a part of the legal elite. After consulting with other former New Deal lawyers who had gone into law teaching, he surmised that teaching gave him “an excellent base of operations” from which he could continue high-level, government-like work, and prepare for a return to prestigious, public service.\footnote{Id.}

Similarly, Surrey selected academia because it gave him the best opportunity to rise quickly to the top ranks of the legal profession. In a rare moment of candid self-reflection, he noted in his memoirs “how difficult it was for a tax lawyer, even a skilled lawyer, to move rapidly into the top tax circles of his city since there were simply too many good tax lawyers.” By contrast, Surrey reasoned, “there are few tax professors in any city and a respected tax professor could immediately...
join the top circle.” Indeed, Surrey joined the tax law academy at a time when there were relatively few tax experts teaching. This gave him the opportunity to research, write, and teach about many different tax topics from a variety of unchartered perspectives. In 1950, when he had the opportunity to move to HLS, Surrey noted upon reflection that because Harvard was “the preeminent law school” it was “a better—and closer—base of operations for one interested in tax policy.” After he moved to Harvard and began collaborating with the Boston tax bar, Surrey reaffirmed his view that teaching was the correct career path for someone like him who was eager to rise to the highest ranks of a city’s tax bar. Finally, Surrey selected teaching because law teaching paid well. Although “teaching salaries were low compared to private practice, they were comparable, perhaps a bit higher, than government salaries,” he recounted.

When Surrey set his mind to pursue a teaching position, Berkeley did not appear to be his first choice. Rather, like many in his position at the time, he turned naturally to his alma mater, Columbia Law School. In fact, he taught at Columbia during the summer of 1947 when he was presumably searching for a law teaching position. But, according to his memoirs, Surrey found his initial interactions with Columbia Dean Young B. Smith “decidedly unsatisfactory” because the dean had the audacity to suggest that Surrey start as an Assistant Professor and that he might advance to a full professorship after he “had written some articles and become known in the tax field.” Offended by the offer, Surrey allegedly rejected the dean’s proposal with a smug letter of his own noting that he “had already written more articles than most full professors, implying Dean Smith included.” Surrey was obviously not one to be outdone by others.

Although Surrey also received a teaching offer from New York University Law School in 1947, he decided to start his academic career at Berkeley mainly because of his relationship with Traynor, and because of his pleasant and memorable visit during the summer of 1940. The first years at Berkeley seemed to agree with him. In his memoirs and personal correspondence, he reflected on how he was part of a “younger group” of junior faculty who “would play handball at the nearby university gym, then have lunch at the swimming pool, and talk over school policy.” Even after he left Berkeley, Surrey stayed in contact with former colleagues and staff members, exchanging stories about faculty politics, student job prospects, and even college football.

43. Id.
44. Id. at 87.
45. Id. at 89.
46. Id. at 77.
47. Id. at 82.
49. S URREY, supra note 7, at 82–83.
50. Id. at 83. Playing handball was one of the few Surrey leisure activities, beside sailing, mentioned in the memoirs.
51. See, e.g., Letter from Norma Occelli to Stanley Surrey (Oct. 4, 1950); Letter from Stanley Surrey
It was at Berkeley that Surrey honed his innovative teaching practices. He taught individual income tax, corporate income tax, and gift and estate tax—all in one course. In addition, he taught Legislation and Administrative Law, classes that clearly reflected his professional background at the Treasury. Just as he had done earlier, Surrey once again supplemented his teaching materials with administrative rules and regulations and a smattering of interdisciplinary policy-focused readings, mainly from economics, history, and political science. For his Legislation class, he also shared his “assignment sheets” with friends in the D.C. bar and congressional staffers, requesting their assistance to make sure he was still on the cutting-edge of important legal matters and congressional procedures. These materials eventually found their way into the casebooks that Surrey co-wrote at the time.

To be sure, Surrey was not alone in pushing for such novel teaching materials. During the post-World War II period, as many New Deal veterans moved to the legal academy, such casebooks became increasingly popular. Policy-oriented textbooks and classes were a legacy of both legal realism and the rise of the New Deal administrative state. A greater focus on casebooks was also occurring at HLS when Surrey joined the faculty. Dean Griswold was eager to encourage the law faculty to conduct more “applied” research. In his personal correspondence with other law professors, Surrey exchanged teaching and draft casebook materials, along with ideas about effective teaching. Yale law professor Boris Bittker, Surrey’s contemporary and occasional rival, was writing a tax casebook at roughly the same time, and Surrey and Bittker exchanged pertinent sections of their respective casebook manuscripts. One reviewer of Surrey’s co-authored casebooks approvingly noted how the authors demonstrated that “court opinions are but only a small part of the stuff of which law is made.”

---

52. Surrey sought to reprint materials from Randolph E. Paul’s early history of taxation and Harold Groves’s book on postwar taxation and economic progress. See generally Letter from Randolph Paul to Stanley Surrey (Sept. 21, 1948); Letter from Stanley Surrey to Marjorie Mitchell (Sept. 24, 1948), Box 3, Folder 2, SSSP (copies on file with the author).
53. Letter from Stanley Surrey to Philip Levy (July 21, 1950); Letter from Jerome Springarn to Stanley Surrey (Apr. 12, 1950), Box 388, Folder 2, SSSP (copies on file with the author).
54. Surrey & Warren, Federal Income Taxation, supra note 19; Warren & Surrey, Federal Estate & Gift Taxation, supra note 19. See also Frank C. Newman & Stanley S. Surrey, Legislation: Cases and Materials (1955). Surrey noted that he was working on his casebook at the same time that he was a reporter for the American Law Institutes’ income tax project and that the two activities provided important synergies. Surrey, supra note 7, at 84.
55. Stevens, supra note 12, at 158-60; Duxbury, supra note 40, at 179–82.
56. Kimball & Coquillette, supra note 6, at 506. Dean Griswold particularly recommended casebooks in the early 1950s as helping fulfill the faculty’s “responsibility to legal education in the United States” and to extend the school’s academic influence. Id.
57. Letter from Stanley Surrey to Harry Jones, Professor, Columbia L. Sch. (Sept. 14, 1950); Letter from Harry Jones to Stanley Surrey (Oct. 19, 1948), Box 385, Folder 5, SSSP (copies on file with author).
58. Letter from Boris Bittker to Stanley Surrey (Nov. 11, 1949); Letter from Stanley Surrey to Boris Bittker (Nov. 17, 1949); Letter from Stanley Surrey to Boris Bittker (Jan. 28, 1950), Box 385, Folder 4, SSSP (copies on file with the author).
59. Leo Diamond, Book Review, 19 U. Chi. L. Rev. 147, 149 (1951) (reviewing Surrey &
Surrey did not take his authorship of casebooks lightly. In fact, he assiduously kept track of their adoption among law professors throughout the country. Once again, Surrey was fortunate to co-author a tax law casebook at a time when the market for such texts was relatively shallow. There were, in fact, only three or four casebooks competing for the attention of instructors. By 1953, Surrey was likely quite pleased when his publisher informed him that his tax law casebook with Warren was second in number of national course adoptions, trailing only Erwin Griswold’s well-established tax casebook, and well ahead of the older Magill and Maguire text.60

While Surrey’s casebooks may have matched the trends of the times, his classroom teaching appeared to be truly novel and creative. He was clearly dedicated to teaching and to finding new ways to learn about, and impart, cutting-edge topics. When he joined HLS in 1950, the faculty and administration were considering revising the curriculum and moving the basic, year-long, introductory tax course from the third to the second year, and perhaps increasing the number of credit hours devoted to the course.61 The faculty discussion gave Surrey and his tax colleagues an opportunity to make the case for a greater focus on tax law. Although he had just joined the faculty, Surrey took it upon himself to survey leading tax scholars at comparably sized law schools to learn more about their tax curriculum.62 He then used the results from his ad hoc survey to help draft a memo to the faculty calling for “increased hours in the Federal Taxation field.”63 Apparently, Surrey was never shy about sharing his views with others. There were several reasons why Surrey believed the current tax curriculum at HLS and elsewhere was inadequate in the early 1950s. The “sheer scope of the subject matter,” the “complexity” of a “new technical vocabulary,” a “complex maze of largely artificial rules,” and the “constant change in tax structure and rules” all meant that a simple four-hour course was woefully insufficient.64

Yet, from Surrey’s viewpoint, the most important reason why the tax curriculum needed to change was the need for greater attention to “policy aspects.” Reflecting his own personal predilection and experiences, Surrey explained:

One of the greatest weaknesses of most tax lawyers is a lack of understanding of the basic policy issues and the basic policy judgments that are involved in the tax field. This is in large part the result that these matters were neglected in their legal education since federal taxation has only recently developed as a full-fledged course. The law schools do have a responsibility in this area. This is especially true since the adverse interests in this area are largely considered as those of taxpayer versus the government. Unless an overall sense of
proporation and policy is presented in the law school, the lawyer is not likely to develop it later on in practice. But the consideration of policy issues takes time and in a crowded course is likely to be sacrificed to sheer coverage of substantive rules. 65

No former Treasury official could have put it better. Ultimately, HLS did expand its tax curriculum as did many other law schools, though it is unclear whether it was the force of Surrey’s arguments that carried the day. 66

It was not only in his introductory tax class that Surrey’s dedication to teaching was on display. From the start, Surrey’s advanced classes also illustrated his willingness to go to great efforts to try new ways of teaching. He not only supplemented his readings with works from the social sciences and public administration while focusing on current and significant legal matters; he also brought in visitors from the local, elite tax bar and co-taught seminars with prominent experts from other parts of the university. In his Legislation class, for instance, Surrey sought to go beyond the conventional topics and sources. He wanted to have the “course oriented around the vital issues in the area of Congressional operations.” 67 To him, this meant focusing on topics such as “the regulation of lobbying activity” and the “conduct of Congressional investigations” — not your typical mid-twentieth-century law school subjects. 68

At times, Surrey worried that his Legislation class was more akin to “a graduate course in Political Science.” 69 Nevertheless, he thought it was important for advanced law students, working in groups, to engage with timely and important matters, and to have their research go beyond the seminar room and law library. “It is in legislative work,” Surrey and his co-author Frank C. Newman wrote, “that the profession of law has its greatest impact on law and governance.” 70

In considering appropriate teaching topics for Legislation, Surrey insisted that “these topics should be of some immediate importance so that the students can feel their work is worthwhile and will produce practical dividends to some official or unofficial body.” 71 Reflecting his legal realist tendencies, Surrey also insisted that students learn about how the law operated in practice. “Moreover, the topics should be such as to permit the students to interview and talk with persons in the vicinity who are concerned with the subject matter and

65. Id.
66. By 1952, the introductory tax class, which was a survey of federal individual, corporate, and estate and gift taxes, became a required second-year course at HLS. See Stanley S. Surrey, Seminar in Current Problems in Taxation, 4 HARV. L. SCH. BULL. 7 (1952).
67. Letter from Stanley S. Surrey to Dr. George B. Galloway, Libr. of Congress (July 12, 1950), Box 388, Folder 3, SSSP (copy on file with author).
68. Id.
69. Letter from Stanley S. Surrey to Columbia Law Prof. Harry W. Jones (Nov. 6, 1948); Jones to Surrey (Oct. 19, 1948), Box 385, Folder 5, SSSP (copies on file with author). Surrey’s co-authored Legislation casebook was in many ways a groundbreaking text, foreshadowing casebooks used presently in law school “Regulation and Legislation” courses. See Newman & Surrey, supra note 54; William N. Eskridge et al., Cases and Materials on Legislation and Regulation: Statutes and the Creation of Public Policy (2020).
71. Letter from Stanley S. Surrey to Harry W. Jones (Sept. 14, 1950), Box 385, Folder 5, SSSP (copy on file with author).
who will have practical and policy information to transmit to the students.”72 The pragmatic goal of learning by doing was a key part of Surrey’s pedagogy. To achieve these teaching goals, Surrey consulted with colleagues outside of the law school and with civic leaders engaged in national as well as state-level legislative matters in California and Massachusetts.73 This provided Surrey with yet another opportunity to connect with prominent policymakers and elite members of the legal profession.

In his Advanced Tax Seminar, Surrey similarly structured his teaching to be timely and practical. At a time when other law professors were likewise turning to a “problems-based method” of teaching,74 Surrey went beyond hypothetical problems by bringing in leading lawyers from outside of campus. As he recounted, Surrey invited a different tax practitioner each week to “present to students a combined tax and business problem.”75 The students, who were organized into groups of roughly four, prepared “their suggested solutions, which the practitioner could read in advance.”76 Then during class, Surrey and the invited tax lawyer “led the students through the problem, their solutions, and [a] course of action.”77 The advanced tax class was targeted at those students who had developed an “Oliver Twist hunger for more” after the introductory tax class.78 The goal was to stress the practical side of real-world tax matters, which Surrey noted, “the library research of the students will not disclose.”79

Like the Legislation class, the Advanced Tax Seminar provided Surrey with many personal material benefits. Inviting a prominent local tax lawyer helped him widen his professional network among the elite local and national bar,80 something he continued to cultivate with his monthly “Surrey Clubs,” lunchtime gatherings of tax scholars and practitioners to discuss recent tax matters.81 He continued this type of engagement with leading members of the tax bar throughout his teaching career and noted that it helped him reach “the tax bar elite of the locality.”82 Joining the tax bar elite also meant that Surrey could

72. Id.
74. STEVENS, supra note 12, at 228.
75. SURREY, supra note 7, at 84.
76. Id. at 84–85.
77. Id. at 85.
78. SURREY, supra note 66.
79. Id. at 85.
80. Letter from Harley J. Spitler, Jr., Partner, Cooley, Crowley & Gaither, to Stanley S. Surrey (Feb. 21, 1949) (thanking Surrey for the opportunity to attend his tax seminar), Box 10, Folder 3, SSSP (copy on file with author).
81. Like his classrooms, the “Surrey Clubs” were all business, starting exactly at noon and running for the entire lunch hour with little time for socializing. See E-mail from Daniel I. Halperin, Stanley S. Surrey Professor of L., Emeritus, Harv. L. Sch., to Author (Apr. 25, 2021) (copy on file with author).
82. SURREY, supra note 7, at 85. Surrey noted that he could leverage the prestige of teaching at Berkeley or Harvard to entice leading tax lawyers to attend his class – many of whom were grateful for the opportunity. Id.
remain connected to the leading-edge of tax practice and procedure. “In taxation,” he recounted, “the problems faced by law firms and their solutions are the frontier, ahead of the cases and generally the statute.”

At times, Surrey’s vision for the “frontier” was clouded by an elitism and commitment to professional hierarchy that could verge on self-righteousness. In the 1950s, a Chicago-based upstart law firm established by Russell Baker—a tort lawyer turned tax attorney—was quickly making a name for itself in international tax circles. In the process, Baker & Mc Kenzie was challenging the traditional pecking order of “the established law firms and their spiritual mentors at Ivy League law schools.”

One particular Baker tax transaction seemed to raise Surrey’s ire. Baker had been advising its international business clients, including the Chicago-based pharmaceutical company Abbott Labs, that they could reduce U.S. taxes by selling their products through an offshore, foreign based subsidiary. More specifically, Baker was exploiting the Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation (WHTC) provisions that provided U.S. companies with a preferential tax rate on foreign-source income from countries in Latin America. Surrey was well aware of the original WHTC provisions of the Revenue Act of 1943; he contended in his memoirs that the legislation was “poorly drafted”—not by him of course but by the Office of House Legislative Counsel—because of the general ignorance of international tax transactions at the time.

Although the courts had upheld the WHTC structures that Baker & Mc Kenzie was using for its clients, Surrey adamantly opposed these transactions. As one former HLS student recalled, Surrey lectured his class that “Russell Baker thinks . . . WHTCs will work and that is nonsense.” Surrey was convinced that these transactions were tax shelters and thus he had little appreciation or respect for the law firms that peddled such tax avoidance techniques. A Baker & Mc Kenzie tax partner later noted that “Stanley Surrey was the archenemy of Baker & Mc Kenzie. He criticized any evaluation that anybody from Baker & Mc Kenzie came up with.” Because the courts had upheld the transaction, Surrey had to wait until he returned to the Treasury Department in 1961 to correct the early “drafting error” with the creation of what is referred to today as the taxation of Subpart F income.
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WHTC deals might be attributed to his relentless defense of the national fisc. It is equally possible, though, that he singled out the Baker firm for its less than stellar credentials and reputation among tony tax lawyers. Surrey was, after all, one of the “spiritual mentors at Ivy League law schools” that the elite bar relied upon.92

With his growing reputation and his many contacts in the affluent sectors of the organized bar, Surrey also developed a lucrative consulting practice while he was teaching.93 Inviting practicing attorneys to his classes had its benefits. So too did his deep knowledge about the legislative history of numerous tax provisions, and his understanding of international and comparative tax law. From his perspective, such consulting did not conflict with his academic objectives. Rather, it broadened “insights into the practice of tax law and contributed to more effective law teaching.”94 Surrey’s consulting was wide ranging, befitting his knowledge and experience. He assisted leading law firms in Boston and elsewhere on tax controversy cases, providing counsel to the private firms representing taxpayers.95 Similarly, he provided guidance to the Tax Division of the U.S. Department of Justice in its interpretation of U.S. Treasury Regulations.96 He helped structure complex commercial transactions to maximize after-tax profits; in some cases, he brought his brother Walter Surrey’s D.C.-based international law firm into his consulting.97 He assisted the government of Israel as it drafted regulations governing the taxation of oil.98 And, perhaps most importantly, he worked in 1949 while still at Berkeley with the Ford Foundation in reviewing its operations and programs to ensure its tax exempt status.99 This early relationship with Ford would prove crucial when Surrey moved to HLS and helped establish the ITP.

It was not only interactions with the elite bar that Surrey craved when he returned to the academy, he also sought to keep up his contacts with prominent economists. During his first term in Treasury (1937–47), he worked closely with
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many liberal New Deal economists, including Carl Shoup, whom Surrey in later years would accompany on many international tax missions. Staying connected to economists provided Surrey with an opportunity to continue to learn about public economics, which he believed improved his teaching.\(^\text{100}\) It also gave him yet another way to increase his academic credibility, prestige, and status. When he first joined the Berkeley faculty, Surrey seemed disappointed that there were few economists on campus with tax policy experience.\(^\text{101}\) His Treasury experience had spoiled him. But when he decamped to Harvard, Surrey quickly reconnected with colleagues in economics and the business school by co-teaching a class on Current Tax Policy.\(^\text{102}\) The class was, according to Surrey, “the first interdisciplinary seminar in the Law School.”\(^\text{103}\)

Ever the pragmatist when it came to his intellectual curiosity and search for prestige, Surrey was willing to collaborate with faculty from across the political spectrum. At Harvard, he co-taught with Dan Throop Smith, a Dwight D. Eisenhower Treasury Official who was much more politically conservative than Surrey.\(^\text{104}\) He also co-taught a tax policy class with Richard Musgrave, a leading left-leaning public finance economist whom Surrey had met while assisting Randolph Paul with Adlai Stevenson’s failed 1952 Democratic presidential candidacy.\(^\text{105}\) Musgrave and Surrey became life-long friends, and they co-taught Harvard’s tax policy seminar several times.\(^\text{106}\)

### III

**SURREY AS MENTOR**

Surrey’s role as an educator, of course, extended beyond the formal boundaries of his law school classrooms. Indeed, Surrey’s teaching informed how he advised and mentored numerous future lawyers, policymakers, and legal academics. Former students recounted that Surrey was an excellent and dedicated, if somewhat demanding, teacher and mentor.\(^\text{107}\) Many of his former students followed his lead into government service, with some reaching the highest ranks of national tax policymaking. Others even mirrored his career, moving back and forth between the academy and government service, including the U.S. Treasury.\(^\text{108}\) Many former Treasury officials recounted how their service with him “became wondrous travels in the world of ideas.”\(^\text{109}\) Perhaps more
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importantly, Surrey promoted and advanced the careers of his junior colleagues. For example, he hired Elizabeth A. Owens as his research assistant, furthered her career as a leading international tax law scholar, and supported her as she became the first woman to receive tenure at Harvard Law School. He provided similar support for others, including Oliver Oldman, who would succeed Surrey as the director of the law school’s ITP. In short, several generations of aspiring lawyers and colleagues learned at the feet of Stanley Surrey.

Many of the HLS students who took his taxation and legislation classes reflected on Surrey’s role as an advisor and sponsor. They noted that he was a rigorous and demanding instructor but also a modest person about his policymaking achievements. Those who served as his research assistants recalled that Surrey expected his research assistants to be completely dedicated to their duties. Although Surrey himself was a thoroughgoing liberal Democrat, he rarely brought politics into his teaching or counseling of students or colleagues, or even in his hiring decisions at Treasury. When he returned to HLS in 1969, Surrey had amassed a great deal of power and authority in tax circles as well as the legal academy. By this time, his most significant contributions as a mentor may have been to his junior HLS colleagues—some of whom owed their entire research agendas and academic careers to Surrey’s pivotal role as an advisor and advocate.

From the student perspective, Surrey was a popular yet demanding professor. One former student recalled that he was “exuberant and inspired by his work and modest about his accomplishments.” Unlike some of his HLS colleagues, who spoke “first and often” about their “vital roles in various projects,” Surrey focused on “the principles involved in the policies he promoted, not his personal role in implementing them.” He was “all business all the time,” noted another student and former Surrey research assistant, who also recalled that Surrey expected his research assistants to be working alongside him regularly, even on snowy winter Sundays. As a result, Surrey attracted “serious students who paid attention.” Reflecting back on his teaching, Surrey noted that “one thing a law school teacher learns, often painfully, is that you cannot reach or appeal to every student in the class.”

For those who impressed Surrey, he was willing to go to great lengths to assist them with their job search. While he was teaching at Berkeley, Surrey contacted his former colleagues and associates on congressional staffs and in the
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Washington D.C. bar to recommend some of his top students.$^{116}$ He also assisted former congressional staffers who were trying to make career moves from government service into the private sector.$^{117}$ Similarly, he kept in touch with his former Berkeley administrative assistant and advised her on studying accounting and pursuing future career opportunities.$^{118}$ It does not appear that Surrey provided such assistance to all of his students and colleagues, but for those who were in his good graces Surrey was fiercely loyal. Indeed, he was even willing to overlook differences in political alliances when supporting students or hiring new associates.

While Surrey thought of himself as a “good Democrat,”$^{119}$ having served only in Democratic presidential administrations, politics rarely entered his classroom or mentoring. Students recalled that his lectures were “apolitical” and “ impersonal.”$^{120}$ He would criticize some of the existing provisions in the Internal Revenue Code, but he rarely attributed them to political motives, as he sometimes did in his writings.$^{121}$ Moreover, he rarely discussed non-tax matters or mentioned his family, besides a passing reference now and then to his brother Walter, the Washington, D.C. international lawyer. “The one time he let his hair down was in January 1961,” recalled a former student, “when there was a story in the [New York Times] to the effect that he and Kennedy had met the day before and outlined what they discussed. He told us with some bewilderment that there were only two people in the room, and he did not talk to the Times. He seemed human for the first time.”$^{122}$

For someone as politically astute as Surrey, it is surprising that he rarely reflects in his memoirs or personal communications on how broad political trends shaped his career, let alone his teaching or mentoring. For example, by 1960, Surrey was undoubtedly an established and well-regarded tax law professor. But he was able to rise to the highest level of national tax policymaking mainly because he was a professor at a university with strong ties to the incoming U.S. president. But for this connection, Surrey may not have become Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy. To be sure, Surrey seized the opportunity to advise the John F. Kennedy campaign on tax policy at a relatively early stage in the political
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process, which ensured that he would have access to a new Democratic administration. But, for the most part, Surrey took his historic political context as a given, leaving unrecognized how transformative political factors outside of his own ambitions and efforts shaped his career and life.

Given that Surrey may have been reticent in bringing partisan politics into his memoirs, as well as his classroom teaching, it is no surprise that he focused more on his sense of merit than politics when he hired former students for key political and high-level policymaking roles. Indeed, Surrey was a role model for many of his former students, including those with differing political allegiances. Surrey, for instance, recruited and hired Donald C. Lubick to become Tax Legislative Counsel in the Treasury Department when Surrey was Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy in the Kennedy administration. Lubick at the time was a registered Republican, which led some Kennedy officials to challenge his appointment initially. Surrey’s support for Lubick proved vital. And subsequently, Lubick himself became Assistant Secretary, Surrey’s position, during the Democratic Carter and Clinton administrations. Lubick considered himself one of “the great number of [Surrey] disciples whom [Surrey] inspired and motivated to follow his path.”

There were others. Jerome Kurtz was another former student and Treasury Department protégé, who initially served under Surrey during the Johnson administration and then become Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service during the Carter administration. Surrey even had one former student, Daniel I. Halperin, who followed his path of traveling between the academy and Treasury. Halperin worked for Surrey at the Treasury during the late 1960s and became Deputy Assistant Secretary from 1978–80. He was also the inaugural Stanley S. Surrey Professor of Law at HLS from 1996 until his retirement in 2015. Ultimately, despite his seemingly apolitical nature, Surrey was both a product of, and an advocate for, New Deal and Great Society liberalism. He believed that policymakers had a duty to advance the public interest, including
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by protecting the national fisc through a fair and an equitable tax system. Thus, it is notable that most of his intellectual proteges worked in Democratic administrations.

If Surrey was willing to look beyond partisan politics in his mentoring, he did not appear to shy away from faculty politics. As we have seen, he was an active participant in curricular reform at HLS in the early 1950s, promoting the need for a greater focus on tax courses. He was also involved in advancing faculty scholarship, along the lines of Dean Griswold’s business school-like vision of “applied research.” Perhaps most importantly, Surrey was a trusted advisor to many of his mentees. As we have seen, Surrey was fiercely loyal to former students and colleagues, willing to help them with their job searches. But Surrey’s most significant form of mentorship came in the instrumental role he played in hiring and mentoring several tax law colleagues. Even those who did not have him as a teacher learned from their many interactions with him. Others were indebted to him for the opportunities and encouragement he provided. Elizabeth “Betsy” Owens, for example, became the first woman faculty member tenured at HLS due in part to Surrey’s efforts.

In 1955, just a few years after HLS began admitting female students, Surrey hired Owens as his research assistant. As a trained economist and lawyer, Owens embodied many of the traits that Surrey admired, including credentials from some of the country’s most prestigious schools. Owens graduated from Smith College in 1940 summa cum laude with a degree in economics. She then spent a year in the University of Chicago’s graduate economics program, before becoming a government economist during World War II, and then working for the United Nations soon after the war. Her time in government convinced her that lawyers played a pivotal role in economic policymaking and thus she entered Yale Law School in 1948 “to learn how law fit into the economy.” After graduating in 1951, she practiced with the prestigious Boston law firm of Hill, Barlow & Adams—one of the few women to enter the elite bar at the time.

While at the law firm, Owens learned from a colleague that Surrey was interested in hiring a research assistant to help him with international tax matters. Her elite education and experience in government likely appealed to Surrey. He hired her as a key member of the bourgeoning ITP’s research group. One of her first assignments was assisting Surrey in revising a United Nations report on international tax rules, which provided her with a modest co-authored
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publication. She also assisted Surrey in preparing teaching materials for his international tax class.

Indeed, working with Surrey helped Owen develop her scholarly potential. As Owen recounted many years later, Surrey played an active role in helping her set her research agenda. “I think at one point, Professor Surrey asked me, ‘What is a creditable tax?’ My answer turned into three books.” The first of those books, *The Foreign Tax Credit* (1961), received uniformly positive reviews and garnered Owen a prominent international reputation as a leading tax expert.

Surrey recalled that the book “was instantly recognized as the authority on the topic.” Owens graciously acknowledged Surrey to whom she was “especially indebted” not only because he proposed “the idea of a study of the foreign tax credit of which this book is the result, but he has given very generously of his time and knowledge in reviewing the manuscript.” Surrey responded by writing a preface to the book, citing it as “the first intensive study made of the United States tax credit.”

Owens’s time at HLS coincided with many challenges for gender equality in legal education and the profession. HLS had graduated its first class of female students—all 13 of them—in 1953, just two years before Owens was hired. Despite the presence of women students at the law school, HLS administrators believed that “spartan manliness continued to guide academic policy.” Nowhere was this more apparent than in faculty appointments. Several years before Surrey hired Owens, HLS had unsuccessfully attempted to break the faculty’s gender barrier. For two successive years (1947–49), Dean Griswold appointed Soia Mentschikoff as a visiting professor with the intention of possibly making her the first tenured female professor at HLS.

Mentschikoff’s career was extraordinary. At a time when few law schools were admitting women, let alone giving them opportunities to advance in the profession, Mentschikoff had not only graduated from Columbia Law School in 1937 (five years after Surrey), but by 1944 she had become a partner at a leading law firm.
Wall Street law firm. During her visit, she seemed to impress her HLS colleagues, but her husband Professor Karl Llewellyn, who visited the law school in the fall of 1948, apparently did not. And, consequently, neither received an offer from HLS and instead they moved to the University of Chicago.

After the Mentschikoff visit, HLS did not have a tenured female law professor until 1972, when Owens was finally given the distinction. Her road to tenure was difficult. For roughly a decade, she held many important titles and roles in the ITP, rising from Research Assistant (1955–61) to Associate in Law and Editor of Publications (1961–63) to Lecturer in Law and Research Associate in Law (1963–65); along the way she took a brief hiatus to work for Surrey while he was in the Kennedy Administration. Throughout her first years, Owens remained within the administrative confines of the ITP, while others in similar positions quickly joined the research tenure-track faculty. Although Surrey may have been late in recognizing her talents, he ultimately became “her chief advocate.” Surrey was in Washington when Owens became a Lecturer in Law and moved to the tenure track—a feat she achieved due mainly to her growing international reputation as a tax scholar, which even Griswold acknowledged. Moreover, Surrey’s continued absence from HLS likely had an impact on her not getting tenure until 1972 when he was back on the faculty, actively engaged with the appointments process, and “extremely supportive of her case.”

In supporting Betsy Owens’s career, Surrey was reflecting changing attitudes in legal education and the profession toward gender equality, and perhaps his own affinity for meritocracy over conventional biases. As Owens acknowledged, the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 played an important role in her securing tenure. An equally important factor was the growing presence of women at law schools throughout the country, and the calls for greater female representation on the faculties of the country’s leading law schools. When Surrey returned to HLS in 1969, he was among the more senior faculty members. But his social politics remained progressive and aligned with some of the younger faculty, as his support for Owens indicated. He was, after all, a direct product of New Deal and Great Society liberalism. Surrey “defied the notion that with age one becomes more conservative,” noted colleague Bernard Wolfman. “He supported affirmative action when many in his age group did not. He did so with openness and honesty.”
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Owens might accurately reflect the triumph of meritocracy over traditional
gender biases. But, at the same time, Surrey’s notion of meritocracy—with its
fetishization of prestigious credentials, expert knowledge, and an endless work
ethic—also furthered the mid-twentieth century American concept that elite
intellectuals were destined to be the best and brightest.

Betsy Owens was not the only junior tax scholar that Surrey mentored and
supported. He played an equally important role in the development of Professor
Oliver “Ollie” Oldman’s academic career. Oldman graduated from Harvard
College in 1942 with a degree in economics, and he was a 1953 cum laude
graduate of HLS. His senior thesis at Harvard was on retail sales taxation.

After college, he joined the Office of Price Administration, where he might have
met Elisabeth Owens. Like Surrey, Oldman left the confines of Washington, D.C.
during the war to enlist. Oldman became a private in the U.S. Army Signal
Corps and rose to lieutenant when he left the Army in 1946 and began teaching
economics at the University of Buffalo, while assisting his family with a real estate
business. A few years later, he enrolled at HLS on the G.I. Bill and after law
school he practiced tax and real estate law briefly back in Buffalo, while still
teaching part time. In 1955, Oldman returned to HLS to join the ITP as one of
Surrey’s first Directors of Training.

Surrey was instrumental in hiring and promoting Oldman. Although it
appears that Surrey did not have Oldman as a student, he recognized that
Oldman had the requisite training and skills to join the ITP and later the full-time
research faculty. In a series of private 1958 communications with Dean Griswold,
Surrey singled out Oldman as one of the country’s leading experts on state and
local taxation and international tax matters. “As matters now stand,” Surrey
wrote to Griswold, Oldman’s “background is certainly the best we can find in
academic, or even government circles, for this work.” Ever the academic
entrepreneur, Surrey initially contacted Griswold to recommend that the law
school hire two full-time, tenure-track tax law faculty members, but it was
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Oldman whom Surrey identified in 1958 as the top candidate “for a permanent appointment to the Law School faculty.” Oldman joined the tenure track the following year.

Like Betsy Owens, Ollie Oldman had many traits that likely appealed to Surrey. As Surrey noted in his memo to Griswold, Oldman had the elite credentials that were typical of most HLS faculty. He had practical experience both before and after law school in state and local taxation. He was developing a deeper knowledge of economics and public finance by taking classes in the economics department while teaching at HLS. He had recently participated in a Shoup-led tax mission to Venezuela, due mainly to Surrey’s recommendation. And since joining the ITP, Oldman had become the leader of a training program that, Surrey noted, “has met with unrestrained approval and commendation of the United Nations.” In sum, “all who have participated with Mr. Oldman in his International Program work have found his contributions imaginative and competent,” Surrey concluded. “At present he is one of the best informed academic persons in these fields, and I doubt that his experience could be presently duplicated anywhere.” In the following year, Oldman became a full-time faculty member on the tenure track, while Owens continued her research and administrative work with the ITP.

In many ways, Owens and Oldman carried on Surrey’s teaching and mentoring legacy. As key members and leaders of the ITP, they worked closely with Surrey and the hundreds of foreign students who over the years participated in the program. They also shared other attributes of their mentor. Both were interdisciplinary scholars with training and backgrounds in economics—a discipline that, as we have seen, Surrey greatly admired. Owens and Oldman also learned from Surrey the importance of effective administration for a well-functioning fiscal system. Their scholarship and teaching emphasized tax administration. Perhaps most importantly, Owens and Oldman—each in their own way—carried on Surrey’s legacy of globalizing legal education and attending to the increasing importance of international tax matters. As Surrey himself acknowledged, international taxation became increasingly important in the post-World War II period.

As two of his most important lieutenants and mentees in the ITP program, Owens and Oldman took the ITP to new heights. Owens wrote the defining text on foreign tax credits, was a longtime program administrator, and, as we shall see, played a vital role in running the World Tax Series, the ITP’s publication arm.
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Likewise, Oldman became the ITP’s director when Surrey returned to government service in 1961 and he expanded the program significantly. As one pair of colleagues noted, “If Stanley Surrey created the [ITP], it was Ollie [Oldman] who brought it to life.”  

Surrey’s support for Oldman, Owens, and other junior colleagues was probably not a surprise to many HLS students and colleagues. Former students noted that Surrey appeared to get along well with many of his colleagues, and that he was held in high regard by several of the leaders of the law school.  

Surrey’s collegiality and ability to collaborate with others would become essential in his less well-known role as a major institution builder at HLS.

IV
SURREY AS INSTITUTION BUILDER

Surrey’s boundless energy as an educator and mentor flowed into his institutional commitments. Law school deans and university presidents, to be sure, counted on him “to take on the most difficult tasks at the school” and the university, as one former law school dean recounted. He helped oversee the law school’s clinical programs. He assisted in promoting faculty research. He mediated faculty and student disputes. And he advised Harvard University in evaluating its responsibilities as an institutional investor, during tense political times. But Surrey’s greatest institutional contributions may have been his role as a founding member and leader of the law school’s ITP.

Surrey helped create this tax program at a crucial time for legal education and U.S. history. During these early Cold War years, the legal academy was a key institution in the increasing post-World War II globalization of higher education and the concomitant advancement of American foreign and economic policy interests. Through the tax program, Surrey influenced many aspects of international and comparative tax law, from the creation of policy to the advancement of knowledge about foreign tax systems to the teaching of future treasury officials and finance ministers throughout the world. A commitment to teaching and mentoring are thus only parts of the Surprising Surrey. The other is the work that he did in building institutions, particularly at HLS.

To be sure, Surrey’s tax policymaking and scholarship were forms of institution building. The annual tax expenditure budget was a signal achievement, creating a new fiscal institution. So too was his international work. As a member
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of several Shoup-led tax missions, Surrey helped build the administrative institutions that became the foundations for the development of sound tax laws and policies in many foreign nations, particularly in the developing world. Likewise, Surrey’s tax work for the American Law Institute helped steer that organization’s focus away from “restatements of the law” to more policy-focused model codes. Those efforts, however, are well known and well documented. Much less is known or written about Surrey’s role in establishing and running HLS’s ITP in the 1950s.

In 1952, just two years after Surrey joined the faculty, the law school created the ITP with financial support from the Ford Foundation and in cooperation with the United Nations. As part of the post-World War II wave of globalization, leading philanthropic organizations, like Ford, partnered with elite universities by providing substantial grants to advance U.S. interests in spreading democracy, advancing free markets, and containing communism. Ford was particularly interested in funding professional schools of business and law. Initially, the creation of the Ford-funded tax program was part of a larger effort to establish a “World School of Law” at Harvard. Although the World School of Law did not materialize, the tax program gradually became the entry point for future Ford funding and the growth of HLS’s International Legal Studies program.

Surrey was one of the catalysts in securing external funding from Ford and many other organizations—funding that allowed Surrey and others to establish and grow the ITP and its many activities. Although he downplayed his abilities as a fundraiser, Surrey’s early ties to the Ford Foundation and his growing reputation as an international tax expert made him the ideal person to help HLS attract funding and establish and run the ITP.

In the wake of World War II, American legal education became increasingly globalized and outward facing—an important factor in the development of the
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ITP. With the United States emerging after the war as one of two world powers, American law schools became core institutions promoting liberal democracy and western capitalism. U.S. law schools attracted elites from many periphery countries, particularly those in the developing world caught in between Cold War tensions. Consequently, the graduate law programs of leading U.S. law schools began to cater more to foreign lawyers. Whereas in the prewar period these programs, leading to L.L.M and S.J.D degrees, were focused mainly on training future American law professors, after the war the emphasis shifted to educating graduates of foreign law schools, most of whom returned to their home countries to become government officials, faculty members, or leading members of their local bars.187 To match the shift in enrollment, law schools began offering more comparative and international law courses and hiring faculty with greater knowledge and experience in these areas. It was this broader historical context that gave birth to the ITP.188

While law schools were becoming more transnational, U.S. philanthropies were reassessing how they could use their abundant resources in a post-World War II world not only to improve society, but also to advance American foreign policy interests. The Ford Foundation led the way by providing large grants to higher education, including professional schools, both to make American education more global and to help reform foreign models of learning to make them more “modern,” or rather more like the United States. Ford Foundation funding became crucial in transforming American management schools from vocational institutions to serious centers of academic research and teaching.189 Ford also spent a tremendous amount of its resources on legal education. During the 1950s, total Ford funding for legal education approached nearly $2 billion, accounting for almost half of Ford's commitments to law or justice-related grantmaking during the decade. This funding increased over time. By the end of the 1950s, Ford was investing nearly 90% of its overall justice work into legal education.190

Several elite law schools benefited from Ford’s largess, with Harvard among the top grant recipients. From 1950 through 1961, Harvard University received over $33 million from the Ford Foundation.191 During that same period, the Foundation provided grants of nearly $36 million to twelve universities specifically for “international training and research.”192 Harvard’s share of that
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The surprising figure was nearly $6 million. The law school did not receive the bulk of the Ford grants, but it was one of the first units at the university to establish the relationship, mainly because former HLS professor Milton Katz was serving as the Foundation’s vice president at the time. In addition, Dean Griswold was careful to cultivate his own personal relationship with Ford Foundation leaders to ensure that the law school remained at the top of Ford’s list of grant recipients.

Even before HLS received any external grants, Griswold had bold ambitions to make HLS the leading exporter of American legal education. “With the scientific developments of our times, it becomes apparent that the preservation of civilization depends upon the extension of the rule of law from local to international and world affairs,” Dean Griswold declared in his 1947 annual report. “Harvard Law School, as one of the centers where rule of law is nurtured, may well feel that it is performing an important task in the service of mankind.”

To achieve this aim, HLS relied on its library’s unparalleled collection of foreign legal texts and a growing faculty of international and comparative law experts, including Harold Berman and Arthur von Mehren. But more was needed.

In the late 1940s, the HLS faculty and administration began exploring the bold idea of an Institute for International Legal Studies. By the summer of 1947, with the leadership of Professor Lon Fuller and Associate Dean David F. Cavers, the faculty approved a formal proposal for “A Project for a World Law School” that was forwarded to Harvard University President Paul Conant with a request for a staggering $5 million to fund a new building, five endowed professorships, and a new foreign law library. After further consultations, Harvard approached the Ford Foundation in 1949 with an astonishing $7 million grant proposal to underwrite the World School of Law. The new school would bring together foreign and U.S. students to develop a better understanding of international legal matters and to share how their respective legal systems operated in addressing legal and social problems.

The Ford Foundation found Harvard’s initial proposal and subsequent early refinements “pretentious and vague.” Although they tabled the broad
program, Foundation officials were intrigued by one of its research components, dealing with a United Nations-Harvard collaboration in studying world tax laws. This part of the program “gained favor with Foundation staff because of the beneficial effect it might have on the regressive tax laws of some (particularly Latin) countries.” 200 Subsequently, Katz endorsed the idea of a grant to his former employer because it also furthered the “concrete and constructive phase of UN activities in assisting developing nations and promoting world peace through international trade and investment.” 201

While Surrey was not at HLS when the idea for a World School of Law first took shape, he played an important role in cultivating a fruitful relationship with the Ford Foundation. He was, after all, an important consultant to the Ford Foundation well before he moved to HLS, and he continued to provide counsel to the Foundation after receiving ITP funding. When he first arrived at Berkeley, he was recruited by Rowan Gaither, the San Francisco lawyer running the Foundation’s assessment of future programs and operations, to assist with the program review. 202 As Surrey recounted, his “assignment was straightforward—how to organize the foundation so that it could stay out of tax trouble over the years if government ever showed an interest in how foundations operated.” 203 In assisting the Foundation, Surrey leveraged his government contacts to monitor pending legislation and even lobbied key staffers on behalf of the Foundation. 204 This contact with Gaither, 205 whom Surrey likely met as he was expanding his contacts with the elite Bay Area bar, would gradually lead not only to future HLS grants, but also to significant and lucrative consulting work for Surrey with the Foundation. 206 Surrey’s relationship with Gaither would prove to be vital. After successfully leading the program review, Gaither would become Associate
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Director of the Ford Foundation in 1951 and then president two years later.\textsuperscript{207} Surrey likely played only a modest role in the initial 1951 HLS grant application to Ford for the World School of Law. As he explained to his former Berkeley colleague and friend Dick Jennings in May 1951: “There is a good deal of activity here [HLS] respecting a World Law School, and taxation does figure in the plans, so that I will probably have to do some work in that respect.”\textsuperscript{208} Nonetheless, Surrey became a key figure in the many subsequent grants that funded the ITP—perhaps more so than he let on in his memoirs.\textsuperscript{209}

The initial ITP grant was a collaboration with the Fiscal Division of the United Nations. Surrey and Dan Throop Smith were part of an earlier United Nations project that led to a preliminary report on “the relation of Latin American tax laws to American investment.”\textsuperscript{210} This was undoubtedly the United Nations project that Katz had in mind when he supported the ITP grant by referring to the “concrete and constructive phase of UN activities.”\textsuperscript{211} At the same time, other international law scholars at HLS, led by William S. Barnes, were working with the United Nations in developing a proposal for a series of publications on the income tax laws of various foreign nations, which they referred to as the “World Tax Law Service.”\textsuperscript{212} The United Nations even drafted a resolution to collaborate specifically with Harvard in establishing a “World Tax Service,” to produce “comprehensive and authentic information on the tax systems of Member countries.”\textsuperscript{213}

Initially, HLS and the United Nations together submitted a proposal in December 1951 to Ford and the Falk Foundation to fund the World Tax Service. HLS officials supported the proposal because they believed “work relating to taxation would lead naturally to knowledge of other governmental and business activities.”\textsuperscript{214} Tax was seen as an entry point for HLS administrators. When those initial requests were rejected, Surrey became more directly involved with a revised May 1952 proposal to Ford that focused “primarily on research and training, with special emphasis on the problems of underdeveloped countries.”\textsuperscript{215} The “Cooperative Tax Research Project” grant was formally funded by the Ford Foundation as a “pilot project” in July 1952. It provided $200,000 over three years.\textsuperscript{216}
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Surrey relationships with Ford and U.N. officials made a difference. In addition to his earlier contact with Gaither at Ford, Surrey knew Katz and he had close ties to Henry S. Bloch, Director of the United Nations Fiscal Division, whom Surrey had met as part of their cooperative United States–United Nations 1946 European travels. In the end, Ford financing led to Surrey becoming ITP Director and the inaugural Jeremiah Smith Jr. Chair in International Studies, one of the two new chairs funded by Ford grants. As Surrey noted, the grant and his new role came about mainly because of his “friendship with Bloch.”

From the start, the ITP’s formal two-fold mission aligned with Surrey’s own academic pursuits. First, the ITP was intended to enrich “the life of the Law School through increased and more fruitful participation by students, scholars, lawyers, public officials, and university teachers from other countries.” The goal was to bring the world to HLS. This was surely one way to make American legal education more global. It was also a way to advance Surrey’s notion of pragmatic teaching. Just as Surrey had brought the practical world of tax transactions into his Advanced Tax Seminars, so too did the ITP seek to bring applied knowledge about foreign tax systems to the United States. Meanwhile, the ITP’s global reach helped develop Surrey’s professional network with elite tax experts throughout the world. The ITP advanced Surrey’s continuing ambitions to be part of the influential circles of tax law and policymaking.

The program’s second formal objective focused on publications and teaching. The goal was to develop “an extensive and varied program of tax research and training to organize and increase the world’s store of knowledge about taxation and to provide materials and guidance for those involved in the development or improvement of tax systems throughout the world.” This research component was advanced through the creation of the World Tax Series, which published “basic reference works on the tax systems of foreign countries.”

The ITP also published several influential texts beyond the World Tax Series. These reports included studies of taxation and development in particular countries, comparative studies of tax policy and tax administration, as well as more technical handbooks on tax administration in Latin American countries, which the Ford Foundation highlighted as important components of their initial
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grant to the ITP. The training objective was furthered by bringing to HLS annually about twenty participants consisting of foreign tax officials, teachers of taxation or public finance, and graduates in law, economics or public administration, “who were about to enter government service in the tax field.” Both programs achieved great success in the first few decades.

In contrast to the program’s formal intentions, the ITP also helped advance American foreign policy objectives. Surrey’s own wartime service, his postwar tour of a shattered Europe, and his early consulting work with the Ford Foundation informed his view of how increased legal knowledge about private international relations was needed “to keep pace with America’s emergence as a great trading and investing nation.” Although he did not rely on Griswold’s bombast about “the preservation of civilization,” Surrey shared with his dean “the recognition of the fundamental importance of law in the institutional framework for international trade, investment, and economic development.” Comprehensive reports on the domestic tax laws and technical aspects of various nations that were also trading partners and markets for U.S. goods were welcomed by government officials and the many U.S.-based multinational corporations investing in foreign countries. Likewise, training foreign tax officials and future tax experts about the importance of Western-style, rational and routinized tax laws and administration helped further U.S. aims in spreading the rule of law, preserving liberal democracy, and advancing capitalist interests. The ITP was thus an opportunity for Surrey to continue his government service, albeit indirectly.

While the ITP may have been hailed as a success in later years, it got off to a slow start. There were the usual challenges of recruiting a staff, finding office space, and keeping a close eye on the use of Ford funds. But one of the greatest difficulties was Surrey himself. His demanding schedule and his own inability to focus exclusively on the ITP hindered the program in its first year. HLS officials and Ford Foundation administrators took note. Just six months into the grant, Cavers reported back to Griswold that “the tax project has not been inactive although its progress has been limited.” Cavers listed the many expected difficulties, and “that Stan was in an extremely poor condition to give them the
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attention they deserved until the casebook was off his neck and the years of work for the ALI underway.” Cavers was sympathetic. “Stan has been under really severe pressure and I could see little to be gained by moving earlier,” he reported to Griswold. “I may be biased in this view by the degree of pressure to which I have been subject myself.”

Reflecting on the program, Ford officials similarly concluded many years later that the “training portion” of the “pilot project” was “not very successful.” In the early years, the foreign participants’ limited English proficiency posed serious constraints, as Surrey noted in his memoirs, but Surrey’s own lack of attention to the start of the program played a part in its slow start. Indeed, it was not until Oldman became director of training in 1955, toward the end of the first Ford grant, that the training became more rational, coherent, and systematized.

Despite the slow start, the ITP accomplished a great deal under Surrey’s leadership. By the time he departed for the Kennedy administration, the program had secured two additional Ford grants, bringing ITP’s funding total to nearly $1.2 million, not including the amounts that went to Surrey’s endowed chair and the portion of other Ford grants to the International Legal Studies program allocated to ITP. With such lavish resources, the research and training flourished. Under Owens’s guidance, the program’s publications included World Tax Series reports for Australia, Brazil, India, Mexico, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, with several more in the works. The World Tax Series, in fact, was a particularly important project for Surrey, who worked assiduously in managing the project and raising funds for the series from law firms, corporate counsel, and prominent HLS alumni. On the training front, with Oldman’s leadership, the program by 1961 had welcomed over 120 participants from well over forty countries.

In a characteristically immodest manner, Surrey reflected on how he witnessed the success of the ITP’s training program. He recalled that when he was in Treasury during the 1960s negotiating tax treaties with foreign nations, he often found “that sitting across the table as the representative of the other country was an official who had earlier been an ITP trainee.” Such an official often proved to be a formidable rival. “As the negotiations progressed and the
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representative acted with skill and knowledge in advancing his countries’ objectives, I saw that the training had indeed left a mark,” Surrey self-assuredly recalled.237 “A negotiation with a country so represented was far more satisfactory than with a country whose official had no such training.”238

By the time Surrey returned to the HLS faculty in 1969, the ITP had already reached great heights. During the 1950s, the ITP had opened the way for further Ford Foundation grants to underwrite the establishment and spectacular growth of the International Legal Studies program, which was led by Katz when he returned to HLS after the Ford Foundation.239 The ITP continued to get its share of Ford funds, but it soon became subsumed under the International Legal Studies program. By the 1970s, as Ford support began to wane, the ITP and the International Legal Studies program appeared to be victims of their own success. Their early ambitions and achievements led to even higher expectations.

Toward the turn of the twenty-first century, the ITP began to dissipate. By the time Surrey passed away in 1984, the program was already being run by others, mainly under the leadership of Oldman, who was ITP Director from 1964 to 1989.240 As external grants became scarcer, Oldman was forced to spend more time fundraising.241 Gradually, Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government became more involved with the ITP. Because an increasing number of trainees from the developing world came without any legal background and often received degrees in Master of Public Policy, scholars and professors at the Kennedy School began to take on more of the teaching and training responsibilities in conjunction with the Harvard Institute for International Development (HIID).242

A combination of leadership changes and the end of the HIID eventually led to increased challenges for Harvard’s ITP.243 Still, in its final years the ITP continued the program’s original mandate of providing educational and research opportunities to scholars and policymakers throughout the world. From Surrey’s early years as director, as we have seen, the program trained government officials from Latin America, Asia, and Europe. But it had made little inroads in Africa. Under the leadership of Eric Zolt, and with support from HLS, the ITP partnered with several South African universities to establish in 2001 the Southern African Tax Institute (presently known as the African Tax Institute), “an independent institute dedicated to training, research, and technical assistance in tax policy and
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Over the past twenty-plus years, the African Tax Institute (now at the University of Pretoria) has trained over 2,000 African government tax officials in its many educational programs. Thus, in many ways, even after Surrey and Oldman had passed away, their vision continued—just not at HLS.

V

CONCLUSION

To the contemporaries who knew Stanley Surrey well, the Surprising Surrey portrayed in this essay may not be all that surprising. The many memorials and reflections published after Surrey’s death demonstrate that he was remembered by his former students, colleagues, and friends as a dedicated, if demanding, teacher; a thoughtful and loyal mentor; and a committed—perhaps at times overcommitted—institution builder. Surrey’s own memoirs corroborate many of these assessments. But memoirs and posthumous reflections often make for dubious history.

Yet even contemporaneous documents from the archives illustrate that Surrey’s professional contributions extended well beyond the worlds of tax policymaking and legal scholarship. He was a dedicated teacher. He solicited advice from senior instructors and government officials to ensure that his curriculum covered timely and practical topics. His classroom materials were on the frontier of a new wave of post-World War II interdisciplinary legal pedagogy. His pioneering teaching methods, likewise, brought experts from the elite local bar and other parts of the university into his advanced tax law seminars. Teaching was thus much more than just an extension of his government service.

Surrey was also a fiercely loyal mentor to students and junior colleagues. He helped former colleagues and students—mainly his top students—get jobs in government, at leading law firms, and elsewhere. He played a pivotal role not only in hiring key HLS tax faculty, such as Betsy Owens and Ollie Oldman, but also in advancing their careers. Finally, Surrey was a committed institutional citizen and leader at HLS. Despite his many other obligations, he was a central figure in the establishment and early operations of the ITP. As ITP Director for nearly a decade, Surrey helped secure the funding to start and run the program; he assisted in selecting the program’s key researchers and staff members; and through his efforts, he ensured that the research and training program continued to grow. Stanley Surrey thus left a lasting—if not surprising—legacy as teacher,
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mentor, and institution builder.

But there is another surprising side to Surrey, one that can be understood only by reading the silences of his memoirs and against the grain of his archived personal papers. Surrey was generally unreflective of how his teaching, mentoring, and institution building were part and parcel of larger continuities and changes in American legal education and the profession. His memoirs and personal correspondence illustrate that Surrey seemed to have had few doubts about his views on teaching, mentoring, and building institutions.

Moreover, there is little recognition by Surrey of how broader historical forces shaped his career as a law professor. There is no sense of how he entered law school teaching during the golden age of American higher education, when students and financial aid were abundant and law professors were in high demand. There are no thoughts about how his mentoring of elite law students and junior colleagues might have contributed to a particular sense of meritocracy that over the decades would fuel the relentless pursuit of power and prestige within legal education, thereby perpetuating the traditional hierarchies and anxieties of the legal profession. And even in his work in establishing and running the ITP, Surrey is relatively reticent about how this international and comparative tax project was indirectly advancing American foreign policy and economic interests, from the promotion of free markets to the containment of communism. This lack of thoughtfulness from such a significant historical figure may be one last part of the Surprising Surrey.